Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the each sentence and choose the word that makes sense and is spelled correctly to complete the sentence. Have your child write the correct word in the blank.

1. In his term paper Niko tried to use ________________ for more common words.
   antonyms     synonyms     synonymous     pseudonyms

2. My family likes to ________________ our local ice cream shop.
   patron     patronize     paternal     patronise

3. The series of newspaper articles offered a ________________ of the governor’s activities.
   chronicle     documentary     doctrine     chronometer

4. Mrs. Finch, the ________________ of the children’s wing of the hospital, has a very loud voice.
   maternal     patron     matron     matrin

5. My grandmother volunteers as a ________________ at the art museum.
   doctrine     matrix     docent     doctor

6. Chief Sealth is the ________________ for Seattle, Washington.
   eponym     epanym     docent     matron
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